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Krashna returns as Senate head

by Dave McCarthy

Student Body President Dave Krashna returned last night to serve as Chairman of the Senate. He immediately addressed an "Executive Report" to the body in which he asked the Senators to, "Quit playing games and be thorough and precise." In explaining his walkout of the Sunday night meeting Krashna said, "As Dave Krashna, I could not sit here and watch the Afro-American Society budget cut, I could not be an accomplice to it.

He said he was returning because he feels that it is his white duty as the Student Body President, and because he declared that he had done some "soul searching" since he walked out. He asked the Senators to be aware of the "whole idea of leadership and your positions as leaders of students.

"It is difficult to be a black student body president at a predominantly white, Catholic University," he said, "The Afro-American on this campus is an alienated individual."

He emphasized that the $4300 allocation to the Afro-American Society had been defeated while an earlier motion to allocate $3000 to the Hall Presidents Council had succeeded. "We ought to have good faith with the Hall Presidents," he asked, "for can we share it with the Afro-American?"

Money allotted to the HIP will be used to fund An Tostal with its slave auction and kissing business," he noted, "in the spirit of the Home of the Brave," he said, and later he asked, "What the hell is going on?"

"I'm not the savior. You're the savior of your own fate," he said.

He continued, "It's not a black, white, or a white problem. The only problem for the black is white people."

"I see it like it, but I'm about serious business," he said. He expressed disfavor with the Board of Trustees over the policy proceeding terming it "absolute, genuine bullshit." And he asked the Senators to "be about serious business which does not allow for the growth of an individual, except academically," he remarked, and he noted that sometime even such academic growth is stifled.
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Also among the Executive reports was news of the upcoming Student Life Council election in Flanner and Knox Halls to elect a replacement for Glen Cero, retired SLC member. The election is scheduled for November 19. Petitions must be collected by Thursday, November 7, with the Student Government Office. They also require 100 signatures and addresses, before 7 p.m. the following weekend.

After the reports the Senate got down to business with an allocation of $1500 ($175 more than requested) to the Midwest Region of the American Organization. It then approved a motion to allot $2000 to the International Student Leadership Institute.

The Senate then discussed the University President Theodore M. Hesburgh's letter to Monsignor James F. Conroy's editorial in last week's Our Sunday Visitor. The editorial attacked various aspects Notre Dame life, including the presence of J3-Grace Atkinson on campus and the SMC Open speaker policy. In general, Hesburgh reaffirmed the University's support of the non-censorship of the "Executive Report" and observed the patience of the Catholic community in the educational press.

Dear Monsignor Conroy:
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**African opposition leader Tabata comments on black nationalists**

by Dave Lammers

Mr. J.B. Tabata, longtime foe of the South African government and a leader of the African opposition, reconvened the development of the African opposition in South Africa in a lecture in the Library Auditorium last night.

Mr. Tabata, in exile from his native South Africa, was a co-founder of the Non-European Unity Movement and is presently the head of the African Peoples Democratic Union, which operates in exile from Zambia.

Tabata outlined the conflicting ideologies of the black nationalists within South Africa, as they developed over the century. After the establishment of the Boer and English governments within the Union of South Africa, many African nationalists held out to work through the English "liberators" in their struggle for African rights.

The establishment of African Representative Councils in 1936 established representation of Africans in Parliament, though the representatives were white English liberals. Tabata and his compatriots boycotted the Councils, claiming that they were incapable of truly affecting the apartheid policies of the Boer power structure. The attempt of the South African power structure to accommodate the rising political consciousness of the Africans merely veiled the true feelings of the rulers, according to Tabata. Cecil Rhodes' view that the African population was a "child race" dominated the apartheid policies of the government. Tabata, who opposed the ineffective African Representation Councils, spoke against "the full democratic rights of the Africans.

During the "defiance campaign" of the fifties, Tabata argued that the political leaders should have formed a "national consciousness" of all non-Europeans including Indians, Africans, Moors, and other non-Europeans. His distrust of the English "liberators" was founded on his belief that the English were trying to reconcile the African to the Boer government, and on the underestimation of the liberals of Boer nationalism.

Tabata described the inhuman conditions of the non-Europeans in South Africa. Half of the black children die before the age of five. The black that work in the mines of South Africa, the economic base of the nation, are shot by the Army if they go on strike. African laborers are considered to be "work seeking," so that they cannot claim the right to go on strike, or the right to strike. Africans must carry permits on their person, and are arrested daily for failing to carry a permit. The eighteen million non-whites in South Africa are entitled only to 13% of the land.

**ND to host Pro Football**

by Jerry Lukits

Notre Dame Athletic Director Ed Krause yesterday confirmed the story that professional football exhibition games will be played at the Notre Dame stadium this summer. The plan that Krause offered has one exhibition game being played in the stadium each summer over the next ten years.

The reason behind this move by the athletic department is monetary. The 40 year old Notre Dame Stadium has needs renovation. "We figure that it will run approximately $1 million dollars to renovate the stadium," Krause stated. They hope to net $100,000 a game and a ten-year schedule will cover the cost.

The first game has been schedu­led and it will pit the Chicago Bears versus the Cleveland Browns on August 28. Krause stated, "We'll go with the teams who are winning, if the Bears win, it would be great to have them challenge different teams."
A candid interview with comedian Bob Hope

by Ann Conway

His theme song is "Thank for the Memory." His favorite game is golf; his business is comedy; and his name is Bob Hope. Appearing at Notre Dame Saturday night, Bob Hope is one of the biggest names in show business. He has changed four TV shows, 52 motion pictures; more than 250 T.V. specials, and has traveled the world fighting war zone troops, college students, and people at large.

In fact, this reporter got a chance to interview this man. Have you ever wondered just what it is like to entertain war zone troops, college students, and people at large? Well, I have a chance to ask you some questions. Finally, 5:30 arrived and Hope's press agent called him. The interview went like this:

OBSERVER: Hello, Mr. Hope.

HOPE: How are you? Is that fellow bothering you?

OBSERVER: No, No. He's been very nice.

OBSERVER: Have you ever wondered just what it is like to entertain war zone troops, college students, and people at large?

HOPE: Well, I've been doing it for so many years that it's sort of our annual trek. We know what it means to the kids over there, and the requests we have for it, and the fact that the Pentagon wants us to do it all the time. You have to really take gratification of this kind of thing because there's no way we could put this show together over here for the volunteers we get. This year we're taking Johnny Bench, the great catcher from Cincinnati, and you couldn't put this show together for a domestic show over here. We take it to the jungles of Vietnam, and Bangkok, Korea, Alaka, Germany, England, Greece and Saudi Arabia. That's our trip this year. It's a pretty exciting trip for everybody concerned, not only the troops but for us too.

It breaks up the monotony for the men, but when they hear that we're coming, they don't know the exact date, but they get a real kick out of it. It's something to look forward to because there's one thing that they enjoy and that's looking at beautiful gals and that's something we're going to bring them. That and laughs.

OBSERVER: Do you think that the present administration, Mr. Nixon's administration, is doing a good job at trying to end the war?

HOPE: I think they're doing a fantastic job. I really do. I just don't think you could wind this war up any quicker, and again it's difficult to wind up a war and make a peace and convince the enemy like this enemy and we know we're all fighting a common enemy -- if you were connected with it you'd realize it -- and we're fighting one common enemy and it's one we have to be very wary about. And I think he's doing a fine job and I think he's convinced them that we mean business and they have to make a peace and I think also that we strengthen the South Vietnamese forces and even the Cambodian forces to the extent where they can hold their own. And get our boys out. Now if we can get our boys out by the end of '70 I think he'll go down in history as doing something very important for the salvation of all of Southeast Asia.

OBSERVER: My roommates really wanted me to ask you about the women's liberation, how you feel about that?

HOPE: I'm in favor of any human movement. No, I like women as what they are; like them as girls. I don't want them acting like men.

OBSERVER: Well, I don't think they are acting like men.

HOPE: Well, yeah, I think so. I can see them start taking over the jobs. I think yes. I can see Totie Fields driving a truck (laughing) HONEY, I'm not serious.

OBSERVER: Everyone out here is looking forward to your visit. There are only a few seats left.

HOPE: I can't wait to see your team.

OBSERVER: Listen, we've got the world's best team.

HOPE: And I want to invite Ara to the Desert Classic because he played there a couple of years ago. He's a good guy.

With that the interview ended. I was rather sad about it. Bob Hope seems to me a genuine, interested person. I admit it -- I was impressed, and I'm looking forward to seeing him. So I guess working for the Observer does really have its compensations. To coin a phrase, "Thanks for the memory."
We Ought to Have Soph Cars.

The proposal presented to the SLC last Monday by the Sophomore Class concerning the feasibility of Sophomore car privileges was an excellent one and deserves top consideration from the Council.

The class detailed several possible locations for the lot, the best of which seems to be the area beside the aerospace building. Any faculty cars which park there now, plus any more cars which would result from the opening of the new biology building could be shifted to the area behind the stadium. This would leave the lot free for its assigned purpose as an overflow area for ACC parking.

The University has already shown their efficiency in landscaping and the like when they set up the grounds outside Flanner and Grace last year in time for their dedication. This was done in a fairly short time, and there is no reason why the lot could not be overlaid with gravel equally fast, before the worst part of the winter sets in.

The additional cars, perhaps 400 in number, will bring in more than enough revenue to defray any additional expenses incurred in setting up the lot. There will be increased demands for security but these can be met by hiring more students to patrol, rather than outsiders. As for additional lighting, while the University would not get back their original investment the first year, they would in subsequent years.

In short we believe that Sophomore cars are a good and feasible idea. We urge the Student Life Council to act favorably upon this matter with all possible dispatch.

The Delay has Hurt

The past two weeks has seen a weird and inexcusable delay in executing the Senate's directive to set up elections in the towers to choose the successor to resigned SLC member Glen Corso. Since Mr. Corso's resignation, in fact, twenty-two days have passed.

Twenty-two days with only seven student representatives on the Student Life Council; twenty-two days in which serious and important business could have been delayed for lack of complete representation.

Fortunately, as is its wont, the Student Life Council has not considered any serious and important business for the past twenty-two days. For this we are indebted to reasons beyond mere lack of student representation. Nonetheless, the fact that for nearly a month the SLC was deficient of student representation because of the inefficiency of other member Glen Corso. Since Mr. Corso's resignation, in fact, twenty-two days have passed.

The fault, we fear, lies squarely with Mr. Krashna. As head of the Election Committee, he has had ample clarification from the Senate of that body's desire to deal with the students approaches the absurd.

The fault, we fear, lies squarely with Mr. Krashna. As head of the Election Committee, he was his obligation to call the election committee together to set terms of the election. He has not called that committee together. He has failed.

In the end, almost through executive fiat, Mr. Krashna has set the date for the election on November 19. Although The Observer does not agree with the unilateral nature of his decision; although The Observer is most unimpressed with the delay he has taken in finally implementing the Senate's expressed will, we are glad that the action has been finally taken.
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In Extremis

While stumbling along my daily path of Existence here, I caught upon a flaming controversy currently raging in the minds of most of the concerned individuals on campus. There are already a countless number of hats that have been thrown into the ring, so I feel no guilt in tossing my own in too. I'm at a loss for an argument, so I just wonder what is so about Notre Dame's image and the intentions of its many images - the religious, heretical, the political, the escapees, the Yankee, the Irish, etc. I feel no guilt in tossing my own in too. I'm at a loss for an argument, so I just wonder what is so about Notre Dame's image and the intentions of its many images - the religious, heretical, the political, the escapees, the Yankee, the Irish, etc.

The image of Notre Dame was blatantly insulted and shocked by the bimonthly existence of a well-natured and fostered "image" of someone's creation called a Notre Dame man, and the undeniable presence of the reality - Christ. The image of the Notre Dame Man was blatantly insulted and shocked by the bimonthly existence of a well-natured and fostered "image" of someone's creation called a Notre Dame man, and the undeniable presence of the reality - Christ.
On my birthday, this year, a single, long-stemmed red rose appeared in an almost identical position as the one I was about to celebrate Mass. Attached to this rose was a simple note reading simply: “From your lady love.” In a lifetime like mine, if it is a question of love, then there are many requests to the lady’s identity, since all the ladies I love are, I hoped, to remain nameless.

I am a New World, and so, I felt only the highest degree of gratitude. Immediately, I fell in love with the lady dressed in white who stepped up to the table of Cardinal O’Hara in Sacred Heart Church.

One knows, if these words are ever presented, the flowers of the Cardinal’s roses must stop.

In the meantime, one can be grateful for having lived, through these flowers, with the memory of O’Hara and of the times he also once participated in chaplain.

For those who believe that religion belongs to the department of the imagination, O’Hara said about the Church as its existence in the decade of the Forties. But around the beginning of the century, when O’Hara was preparing to leave Notre Dame in 1950, Father Franz Werfel wrote a book in fulfillment of a promise of gratitude made to God and his memory. The book was an attempt at grasping the death of Hitler’s Europe. The hook was about the death of Hitler’s Europe. The hook was power. One of the premises was that the Mother of God had abandoned Europe because the legends and traditions of Mary that have been carried as the scars of that death, uttered in the words of the verses of Dante, I believe was that the mysteries of the faith allegiances that resulted in my conditional Baptism as a Catholic in 1945.

The difficulty of believing in Mary, whether in or out of the Church, is that one is constantly embarrassed by the taintlessness and supernaturals of her other friends. Whatever else is involved, reversing the direction of Mary toward a matter of accepting plastic images that glow on dashboards, or perpetual novenas in memory of the hardships of her life, or perhaps worn as a passport from purgatory on the first Saturday after death, or non-believers designed to send one to the throne of grace—presumably, at times, in a foot-stomping rage at the failure of

affirm the real presence of Mary in the Eucharist, since the good woman would never tolerate being separated from her Son. Fortunately, nobody accepted the thesis of the book; but it is not untruthful to explain that an age when a child of the feast of the Immaculate Conception was upon canvas and set to music in the verses of Dante, I believe that the mysteries of the faith allegiances that resulted in my conditional Baptism as a Catholic in 1945.

The difficulty of believing in Mary, whether in or out of the Church, is that one is constantly embarrassed by the taintlessness and supernaturals of her other friends. Whatever else is involved, reversing the direction of Mary toward a matter of accepting plastic images that glow on dashboards, or perpetual novenas in memory of the hardships of her life, or perhaps worn as a passport from purgatory on the first Saturday after death, or non-believers designed to send one to the throne of grace—presumably, at times, in a foot-stomping rage at the failure of

I have written words that will probably offend nearly everybody, but I write because a quarter of century ago, I fell in love with the lady whose image is poised on the campus of University of Notre Dame and the same Lady that were loved by the gentle shepherd lying in the stands of the Sacred Heart. It was at this school, through the tragic history, that Our Lady became more real to me than anything I could find in the sacred Bernadette, or in the stones of Chartres, or on the canvases of Raphael, or in the final pages of the Paradise.

So, gentle Shepherd, I will no longer take your roses; it is only your example that I need. Pray for me to the gentle Mother whose image is poised on the campus of University of Notre Dame and the same lady that were loved by the gentle shepherd lying in the stands of the Sacred Heart.

I am an embarrased by students who publicly heap abuse and ridicule the dome of gold. Pray for me to the Lady whose image is poised on the campus of University of Notre Dame and the same lady that were loved by the gentle shepherd lying in the stands of the Sacred Heart.
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The Observer

Abortion agency contacted

The legalization of abortion in some states has prompted the emergence of agencies designed to serve as professional counseling and guidance centers to women who are considering abortions. Their advocates argue that they provide a safe place for a woman to have an abortion—a place away from the backroom brethren of the states where abortion is still prohibited. Those who disagree, such as Mrs. Ann Thatcher, South Bend's Planned Parenthood chapter president, term the agencies "exploiters." As a result of the controversy, the abortion agency ad published last week in the Observer, an Observer reporter called the New York Abortion Referral Agency. The following is a description of the telephone call.

When I called the agency, I really didn't know what to expect. The woman was very friendly, and immediately tried to establish a rapport with me by congratulating me on my prob-
lem. In soothing tones she ad-
vised me not to rush into any-
ting. I explained to her that I wasn't quite convinced that abortion was the answer to my problem. She responded by giving me a list of things to think about: to avoid psychological problems, have the abortion; to avoid parental problems, have the abortion; to avoid scholastic problems, have the abortion; to avoid dating problems, have the abortion; to avoid financial problems, have the abortion. "A lot of women who do have children are caught up in these problems, but they have the child," I wondered. She con-tinued, however, by stating, "It's a beautiful thing to be a mother, but you have to be rational about it."

After this information, I must have appeared overcome by emo-
tion, because the receptionist cau-
tioned me not to "wait around because you are dealing with a human life." She quoted a list of prices for the various services that the agency makes referrals for:

- 2-3 day stay in the hospital for a saline evacuation ($660)
- A D C ($235), which she said "might not work." But what I really needed wasn't prices, but professional counseling just as the ad in The Observer had promised. So I again explained to her all my reasons. I am a college sophomore, I am a Catholic, I am three months pregnant, I don't want my par-
tents to find out. "Perhaps you should go to a psychologist," she suggested. "After all, I am just a woman who is concerned about other women. Maybe you should go to see a liberal priest, he may be able to help you."

By this time, I was in a real predicament. So, again, I asked her if there was anything that the agency could do. She quickly closed the conversation by saying that I should send a check to them immediately as a de-
posit. Wiring them the money would even be better, she said, and then they could help me even more.

Observer faces competition

An announcement was made over WSND's Don Money show last night by a group of students who proclaimed their intention of starting a weekly news magazine on campus. The publica-
tion, titled "The New Voice," will be headed by ex-student executive co-
director Sorin Hall Chuck Ryan, who will fill the post of publisher. Ryan, formerly circulation manager for The Observer, was named editor and recently dismissed News Editor, former Associate Circulation Manager for The Observer faces competition. The Observer faces competition. The Observer faces competition.

As a result of the cancellation, the ration-
...
by Terry Shields
Observer Sportswriter

"I don't really feel forgetting out on the field. The team knows the job we do. They know that defensive linemen have a tough job to perform. Maybe the people in the stands and press box might forget about us but the team knows what we're doing and their respect is what is most important to me." Gary Kos, a man who has spent his entire football career in what ball players call "the pit" (interior line), was voicing his concern about the forgotten man on the football field, the offensive lineman.

Gary is the right guard on one of the best attacking lines in college football. If he were another school he could possibly be worthy of an All-America label, but since his running mate at left guard is a fellow named Larry Dierick, he's content to convince writers that one team can have two All-America guards. This lack of publicity has done a little to hinder Kos' style of play. He's a vicious blocker and great pass protector. Just ask Joe Theismann, who is rarely forced to use his scrambling ability.

Gary has become a sort of leader for the other offensive linemen especially when DiNardo came up with his leg injury. Kos explains, "I am not what you would call a holier guy. Actually, I am sort of quiet. But once Larry was out of the starting lineup, I felt that being a senior, I should take things up a bit and keep everybody from getting tight." He has must succeeded at this because the line, which was considered suspect before the season has now proven to be one of the many strong points for the nationally ranked Irish. Gary says, "I feel that the line has come along real well. Mike Creaney, a sophomore, has really played well at right end. Dan Novakov and Larry are starters from the end of last season, so we know what they could do. We also knew that John Dampier always had the ability but he was injured for a full season. He has bounced back well. Mike Martin has been plagued with leg problems but he has fought off all those hurts and given us a fine job at tackle. Another thing that impressed me with this team is the depth. Denny DePremio and Jim Hurnber have filled in remarkably well for Larry and Mike Martin." The offensive line also had a few things to say about the team in general. "There is a different attitude on this year's team. I think Larry was looking for a Purdue game. Winning, and winning big like we did, gave us some tremendous momentum. I really don't believe that this team has reached its full potential yet. On any given Saturday we can go out and beat anyone in the country." Gary wasn't speaking idly about the prospects for his team this season. He is an avid watcher of the UPI and AP polls that come out every week. He states, "If we were in a conference where, if we won the championship, the polls wouldn't mean that much to us because we could be assured of a bowl bid. Since we're not, our goal is to be Number One. They (the polls) may not be the most efficient way to proclaim a team's strength but all I know is that every Tuesday I buy a newspaper."

The final comment that the rugged guard made was one that many other members of the 1970 Fighting Irish have stated. "This team is really close. It may sound kind of corny but I really believe that we're like a big family. There are no cliques or groups. It's a bunch of guys trying to prove that we're the best around."
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give credit to his assis-
tants and his players for any success...and takes the blame for
And for the second time in
two weeks Jerry Frei of Oregon
is the United Press International
College Football Coach of the
Week.
"You gotta be kidding...hey,
that's impossible!" Frei said
when informed of the honor.
Two weeks ago Frei was
named coach of the week after
Oregon edged USC 10-7 in a
downtown at Eugene to knock
the Trojans out of a fifth
straight trip to the Rose Bowl.
Last Saturday Oregon came
from behind on the passing
of sophomore quarterback
Fouts and the receiving of
split and Bob Newland and others
to knock into the
Air Force from the
unbeaten and untied
46-35. Fouts who started the
season behind injured Tom Blan-
card completed 28 of 43 passes
for 306 yards and Newland
caught 11 for two touchdowns and
145 yards.
Oregon won without star half-
back Bobby Moore who was
suspened for a week for missing
practice. "Maybe" said Frei after look-
ing at this week's ranking which
was USC, UCLA and Air Force
1) the top 20 "our people
are being understated. We have
proven the point that we're back
in the football world. We're not
surprised when we win. Why
should everyone else be?"

Frei said Moore's absence
"probably added a little incen-
tive," but that the Webfoots have been
"that kind of a team all year."
Oregon leads the nation
in passing and with Moore out
against Air Force his substi-
tutes, Thurman Anderson and
Jim Anderson ran aftor a com-
fined total of more than 170
yards.

Club basketball
This year the Interhall Office
will again sponsor a club basket-
ball league. All registered clubs
are eligible. Rosters must con-
tain between 10 and 18 players
who are all members of the club.
All rosters must be submitted
to the Interhall Office (C4, ACC)
by Nov. 24. For further
information call the Interhall Of-
office (Tel. 6100).

Just for the record
compiled by Mike Pavlin
The Notre Dame Sports Information Department has decided to
count any bowl statistics in a player's individual career statistics. I
checked with Mr. Roger Valdiserri and he said that the previous
Cotton and Rose Bowl stats would not be counted as Team season
marks, thus saving what would otherwise be a total revamping of the
record book.

All of this, of course, affects my calculations which this week are
updated with last year's Cotton Bowl figures. Not only do the Bowl
stats affect Joe Theissman and Tom Gatewood, but they have
also moved Scott Hempel into 6th place on the scoring list, Denny
Allen into 7th place in Kickoff Returns, and Clarence Ellis into a 10th
place tie with Ralph Stepaniak and John Piggert for Interceptions.

By the way, that 78-yard Theismann to Creaney touchdown
pass Saturday is the 3rd longest pass play in ND history, tying a pass
of similar distance from Paul Hornung to Jim Morse in 1955.
TEAM—GENERAL
1) (New Record) Most Consecutive Games Scoring
Winning (incl. Cotton Bowl) 48
TEAM—SEASON
1) (Record Tied) 2-pt. PAT's Made — 3
2) Points Scored — 389, 289
3) Touchdowns — 55, 40
4) Attempts — 2, 1
5) Touchdown Passes — 18, 14
6) Rush Attempts — 663, 503
7) Pass Yards — 2105, 1580
8) Pass Yds/Game — 210.5, 225.7
9) Completion % — 583, 466
10) Total Offensive Plays — 909
11) Total Offense Yards — 5944, 3873
12) Total Offense Yds/Game — 304-3, 553.3
13) First Downs by Rush — 71-1, 122

INDIVIDUAL—SINGLE GAME
1) (Record Tied) TD Pass Receptions — Tom Gatewood 3
2) TD Passes — 150, Joe Theissman 150
3) TD Passes — 116, Theissman 93
4) TD Passes — 589, Theissman 620
5) TD Passes — 2062, Theissman 1482
6) Touchdown Passes — 16, Theissman 14
7) Touchdown Passes — 308, Theissman 277
8) Touchdown Passes — 2069, Theissman 1843
9) Touchdown Passes — 21, Theissman 16
10) 2-pt. Conversions Made — 2, Theissman, Gatewood 1
11) TD Pass Receptions — 60, Tom Gatewood 58
12) Receptions Yards — 1114, Gatewood 870
13) TD Pass Receptions — 9, Gatewood 1
14) P.A.T.'s Made — 9, Scott Hempel 31
15) TD Passes — 308, Theissman, Gatewood 277
16) TD Passes — 116, Theissman 93
17) TD Passes — 589, Theissman 620
18) TD Passes — 2062, Theissman 1482
19) TD Passes — 16, Theissman 14
20) Touchdown Passes — 308, Theissman 277
21) Touchdown Passes — 2069, Theissman 1843
22) Touchdown Passes — 21, Theissman 16
23) 2-pt. Conversions Made — 2, Theissman, Gatewood 1
24) TD Pass Receptions — 60, Tom Gatewood 58
25) Receptions Yards — 1114, Gatewood 870
26) TD Pass Receptions — 9, Gatewood 1
27) P.A.T.'s Made — 9, Scott Hempel 31

INDIVIDUAL—SEASON
1) (New Record) PAT Attempts — Scott Hempel 129
2) (New Record) PAT's Made — Scott Hempel 118
3) (New Record) Field Goals — Scott Hempel 14
4) (New Record) TD Passes — Joe Theissman 31
5) (New Record) Total Offensive Plays — Scott Hempel 4741
6) (New Record) Total Performance Yards — Scott Hempel 4853
7) (Record Tied) TD Pass Receptions 16 Tom Gatewood (a junior)
8) (New Record) TD Passes — 914, Scott Hempel 870
9) Completion % — 567, Joe Theissman .586
10) Yards/Attempt — 8.38, Theissman 8.4
11) Total Offensive Plays — 931, Theissman 861
12) Total Performance Yards — 751, Theissman 702
13) Total Broken Up Passes — 19, Clarence Ellis (a junior) 17

The little price tag that isn't.
When in a price tag not a price tag? When it's
on a diamond ring. Drop by your local jeweler,
and take a look. That little tag is full of letters
and numbers, and maybe a price. Because of
that inscrutable code the jeweler can size you
up as you chat. And finally tell you the ring
is going to cost what he's decided you can pay.
We think that's unfair.

We're Vanity Fair Diamonds. For 50 years,
we've been one of the largest sellers of
diamonds in the country. And in our catalog, the
quality and cost for each and every ring is
there for any student to see. And that cost is the
lowest one you'll find anywhere. Honest.

Because Vanity Fair handles each step in the
making of a ring, from buying the rough
stones, to selling it to you, we pay no middle
man profits that drive up the price. So you get
the lowest price and the highest quality.

Send for our free 36-page color catalog, and
get the whole Vanity Fair Story. Or better yet, visit our Chicago showrooms at
55 E. Washington.